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Psychological trauma heightens and rigidifies the penchant of humans for dichotomizing others into allies and enemies. With today’s “adult delayed recall” controversy a case in point, traumatized individuals tend to unite into tightly knit in-groups that resemble cults and to denigrate others as enemies. This process creates new enmities where objective interests otherwise clash only minimally. The trauma response is reinforced by the neurobiology of avoidance and reenactment. Among all protagonists, polarized beliefs are mutually shaped by suggestive interactions that resemble hypnosis. The end result is to reenact and perpetuate the trauma response on a large scale. In the contemporary milieu, this process presents a formidable obstacle to cooperative problem solving. Discussion focuses on strategies by which clinical and forensic psychiatrists can help to master this obstacle. These strategies include balancing interests, extending the role of informed consent, and overall, striving to mitigate the unwitting reinforcement and transmission of the trauma response.

Members of traumatized groups are particularly likely to perceive others either as allies or as enemies, to treat them as such, and thereby to make them such. This polarizing process occurs even when opponents-to-be largely agree on factual issues and share common interests. Consider the adult recovered memory controversy. There is surprisingly little substantive matter at issue within this debate. Most so-called “false memory” proponents recognize the prevalence of child abuse, the importance of prevention, and the value of psychotherapy for its pathogenic effects. Most trauma therapy advocates acknowledge that memory is fallible and vulnerable to suggestion and that legal actions based on uncorroborated recall are problematic.

What, then, is at issue? Why is there such animosity between experienced professionals who share the same data and many social values? Why does one who strives for balance feel pulled so inexorably toward one or the other polar extreme, and why it is so difficult to resist this divisive pull? What can we clinicians, forensic psychiatrists, and the law do to mitigate this enemy-making process?

This analysis studies the polarizing process as a problem in itself. I conclude that: (1) shared traumas heighten humans’
tendency to unite against internal “scape-goats” or external “enemies” and through attraction to shared ideals or charismatic leaders; (2) hypnotic-like interactions mutually reshape the parties’ psychological structures; and whatever is at issue, (3) the ultimate result is to reenact, reinforce, and transmit the trauma response at all social levels—in families, professional organizations, and society as a whole.

Trauma-driven behavior works in two directions: avoidance, as if a matter of survival, and reenactment, as if a vital nutriment. Altered perception, cognition, and recall resemble the phenomena of normal hypnosis. When rigidified, these processes can usurp one’s personal identity as a “false self.” They are highly contagious.

**Splitting and Cult Formation**

*Interpersonal Splitting* Interpersonal splitting is a paradigm for posttraumatic polarization. It widely occurs in formerly traumatized patients, particularly those with borderline personality and dissociative disorders. Such patients idealize or devalue significant others and treat them accordingly. Unless others remain alert for this process, they are apt to respond in kind and end up finding one another in opposition. Whoever is idealized and devalued can shift capriciously. Thus, splitting is more than simply exaggerating others’ objective attributes. It is commonly observed in traumatized families and in treatment settings, and it also extends to large scale social advocacy groups pitted against one another.

*Trauma-Related Cultism* Groups that deal with the sequelae of trauma often resemble charismatic cults, in three respects: (1) absolutizing one of many factors as the true cause or solution; (2) excluding contrary data and alternative explanations, both actively and passively; and (3) denigrating those who do not agree. These telltale signs may remain even when a group has gained wide acceptance through numbers of adherents, internal consistency of its beliefs, and social appeal. They are less problematic in legitimate scientific debates and accepted religions that honor the legitimacy of others. Hence, as with simple splitting, there must be something about traumatization that feeds cultism in those it affects, independently of specific questions at issue.

Trauma probably predisposes one toward charismatic cults. Idealistic “lost souls” without firm personal boundaries are particularly vulnerable, and cult membership is maintained partly through relief from neurotic distress. Cults often demonize prior affiliates, such as families, as out-groups, thereby traumatizing one’s primary support systems. Posttraumatic and dissociative disorders commonly result. In summary, traumatization appears most likely to be both a cause and an effect of cult membership.

**Biopsychosocial Roots of Posttraumatic Polarization**

Potent biological, psychological, and social forces converge to reinforce the trauma response, accompanied by the social polarization that extends it into ever larger social systems. None of these forces can be neglected. They will be summarized in turn.
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**Neurobiology**  The neurobiology of trauma appears to antagonize that of attachment and affiliation and vice versa.\(^{19}\) The former is mediated heavily by noradrenergic systems and the latter by endogenous opioids. Cult members experience “outsiders” with traumatic feelings and “insiders” with the warm glow of the closest kinship bonds. Superimposing these observations suggests a possible substrate for polarization: the attachment of traumatic affect to one group, and affiliative affect to another. Both processes reinforce one another.

van der Kolk and Greenberg\(^ {20}\) note the addictive quality of reenactment and review evidence that adrenergic arousal is coupled with a compensating opioid response. Traumatized individuals become physically sensitized to the arousal and dependent upon its associated relief, reinforcing the trauma response as a neurobiological vicious circle.

Trauma victims also experience expansive states, such as those associated with religious experience\(^ {21}\) and cult participation,\(^ {7}\) alternating with the traumatic ones. Both traumatic and expansive states are associated with dissociative symptoms, which appear to be driven in the first case by aversive push and in the second through attractive pull.\(^ {7,12,22}\) When associated with the experience of another person, either affect may promote hypnotic-like qualities in their interaction. The mutual suggestive influence that results sets the stage for traumatic self-reinforcement at the psychosocial level.

**Hypnotic Transactions**  Interpersonal self-reinforcement occurs through transactions that resemble hypnosis.\(^ {10}\) This is the basic process: within heightened affiliative bonding known as “rapport”, a “hypnotist” channels a “subject’s” attention to the point that subject experiences hypnotist’s suggestions as powerful experiential realities (e.g., hand levitation, complex hallucinations, painless surgery). Hypnotists enjoy an exhilarating sense of guiding and controlling, and subjects, a sense of relaxed receptivity or nonvolition.

Each of these senses is illusory. Hidden beneath the hypnotist’s illusion of control is utter dependency on the subject’s response for what to do next;\(^ {23}\) and hidden beneath subjects’ nonvolition is fully intact awareness and intentionality.\(^ {24}\) A subject purposefully lifts his or her hand, for example, but experiences it as “just happening;” and at hidden levels that can be accessed, the hypnotically anesthetized surgery patient feels the pain and suffers.\(^ {25}\) These illusions reinforce one another in both parties as in a folie à deux.\(^ {10}\)

Psychological trauma and hypnosis have long been associated. Trauma leads to stable increases in hypnotizability,\(^ {26}\) spontaneous hypnosis is often observed in traumatized individuals,\(^ {27}\) and hypnotherapy has been used explicitly for over a century in the treatment of posttraumatic disorders.\(^ {28}\) Groups that are organized around specific types of trauma often manifest as hypnotic-like folies à deux, now driven by the coercive power of traumatic feelings.\(^ {29}\)

A trauma-driven folie à deux can conspire either to deny or to exaggerate the trauma. Some people deny or minimize their traumas to avoid painful affect, to
avoid opening a Pandora’s box, or to preserve interpersonal bonding—overall, to preserve the status quo. Conservative elements in society are likely to support them, reinforcing a traumatizing conspiracy of denial. Other traumatized individuals accentuate their distress beyond objective impairments to secure affiliative support, avoid retribution, or passively control—overall, to overturn a status quo. Caregivers are at high risk of supporting symptom exaggeration because of their obligation to gain rapport, their wish to be liked and appreciated, the principle of beneficence, and the increased status given to beneficent healers.

In either case, actual fact is taboo. One who challenges the taboo, whatever its content, will be punished by the traumatized individual with intense traumatic feelings directed onto the betrayer of illusions. Avoiding this emotional assault serves to enforce trauma-driven taboos, whether by denial or legitimization. The trauma response is reinforced in the first case by being off limits and in the second, paradoxically, by being exaggerated under guise of “treatment.” At either pole, when like-minded groups absolutize their half-truths at the expense of the opposing corrective, a cult is born. Two groups are now locked in mortal opposition, further traumatizing all of the participants.

Tyranny and Traumatophobia The retraumatizing poles of denial or legitimization can extend to dominate entire societies. The former become authoritarian tyrannies, such as those that arose from the ashes of World War I and led to World War II and the Cold War. Their mirror image is avoiding trauma in any form: traumatophobia, or fear of fear itself, which is prevalent in the contemporary United States. Authorities are weakened in order to prevent traumatizing abuses. At the same time, this process also undermines society’s principal mode of conflict resolution—authority sufficient to break up fights and force negotiations. With leadership undermined, social affairs are determined more by the passive control of sensitive individuals’ symptoms and emotions. The default governing principle is “thou shalt not offend,” and to confront trauma-driven taboos is usually to offend. Through avoidance, trauma rules unchallenged. On a large scale, “grievance groups” become a “new sovereignty” leading to “a nation of victims.” Paradoxically, by striving to avoid active tyranny, passive tyranny results. Either way, the real victor is traumatic reenactment on a huge social scale.

Absolutism Absolutist reasoning compounds the polarizing effects of trauma, whether by a tyrant’s fiat or by protective legal decisions that exclude other legitimate competing interests. When absolute “rights” impinge on others, for example, groups are put into opposition and society thereby becomes Balkanized. The conflict over abortion illustrates the extreme traumatization to which such polarizations can lead.

The true victor is traumatic reenactment, which at all levels, acquires a self-reinforcing momentum of its own that easily overwhelms both the data and the legitimate agendas of the competing parties. To understand the ultimate source of
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the dominating psychological power of traumatic reenactment, we must look toward its underlying adaptive functions.

**Adaptive Functions** The trauma response is an evolved extension of the “conditioned avoidance” seen in more primitive species. It can be understood as “learned instinct”: quasireflexive behaviors that permit organisms to adjust to a specific ecological niche without radical evolutionary change. Traumatic avoidance serves self-evident survival functions. Reenactment probably promotes rehearsal of skills needed to survive future emergencies. If one survives a predator’s attack, for example, one will better survive another if one’s learned survival skills remain well practiced.

The psychological malleability bestowed by hypnotic effects can help one to win new sources of affiliative support, by more easily embracing a new group’s norms as one’s own. For heavily traumatized individuals, the value of this ability to win support may outweigh the corresponding sacrifice in autonomy. Cult-like enmeshment merges the perceived interests of group members. If a threat to one is perceived as a threat to all, the group is more likely to mount an effective coordinated defense. Because to misperceive others as friendly when they are not is more dangerous than its reverse, natural selection biases toward perceiving outgroups as enemies, probably all the more so in traumatized groups.

These processes were adaptive in ancestral environments that had stable alliances and enmities, but they are dysfunctional wherever role relationships are constantly shifting. Today’s milieu calls for greater autonomy and flexibility, but the trauma response is too deeply ingrained to yield willingly. Instead, traumatic avoidance and reenactment continue to reinforce psychiatric symptoms, impose new unanticipated sources of psychological trauma, and create new social enmities where they would otherwise need not occur.

**Points of Intervention**

Posttraumatic polarization has important implications for clinical and forensic psychiatry. Interventions can be directed at each level of the polarizing process. The balancing of opposites is the antithesis of absolutism, and it requires a high tolerance of uncertainty. Hypnotic-like influence is employed neither to deny nor to reinforce trauma, but to access and challenge autonomous coping skills. Finally, patterns of traumatic reenactment are identified, confronted, and when possible, overturned.

**Clinical Psychiatry** Clinicians can combat absolutism by understanding their own biases, knowing and respecting alternative perspectives, and sharing this information with patients by extending the informed consent process beyond what is now customary. Knowing diverse psychotherapy rationales and methodologies is essential but contrary to current trends in resident education. Interpersonal splitting is mitigated by psychodynamic, cognitive, and interpersonal strategies. Watzlawick et al. seek to neutralize problem-maintaining “terrible simplifications” (denial) and the “Utopia syndrome” (traumatophobia).

I recommend that clinicians master
hypnosis, not to become hypnotherapists but to better recognize and competently reshape the hypnotic elements always present within psychotherapy.1, 10, 12, 35 Halleck13 recommends gaining rapport with traumatic elements, then shifting toward ever more expectation of patient responsibility. Maximum patient responsibility lessens the risk of regressive folies ‘a deux in favor of efficacy.10, 29, 44 To achieve this expectation, therapists need strong leadership skills to confront denial and resist the passive control imposed by traumatizing feeling states.33

Traumatic reenactment can be defined as an addiction, implying a “chemical dependency” model with voluntary abstinence accompanied by developing new skills for self-soothing, social supports, and general mastery/competency.45 Along with the judicious use of antidepressant medications, all of these measures can help to counter the biopsychosocial reinforcement of the trauma response.

Forensic Psychiatry Forensic psychiatry can play a pivotal role in mitigating traumatic polarization. Cult-like elements in our profession present the most formidable obstacle,16 especially when widespread. Some jurisdictions rely on standardized guidelines to enforce treatment standards,46 while others give absolute immunity to an accepted minority.47 The first approach tilts the balance toward majority absolutism, and the latter shields trauma-maintaining folies à deux from corrective alternatives. By failing to balance opposing perspectives, neither approach is able to confront the problem of professional cultism.

Forensic evaluators can discourage cultism at other levels, however. One way is to enforce high standards of informed consent, which preserves leeway for clinicians to practice as they choose as long as patients are fully aware of viable alternatives. The very process of informing can improve the therapeutic alliance, avoid self-reinforcing circularity, and help to shift responsibility onto patients for their own necessary role in treatment.48

By contrast, treatment is suspect the more that it absolutizes just one of many relevant factors, maintains a circular frame of reference that excludes other perspectives, and/or can be shown to further traumatize. There is increasing precedent for enforcing this principle. In Os- heroff v. Chestnut Lodge, for example, defendants settled a plaintiff’s claim that they had provided exclusively psychodynamic treatment while failing to inform the plaintiff of potent biological alternatives.49 In Ramona v. Isabella50 and retractor’s suits against therapists who allegedly induced false memories,51 therapists are now being held increasingly accountable for traumatizing patients’ social networks.

A more difficult problem is balancing therapists’ duty to protect with their need to stand firm against trauma-driven passive coercion. Tarasoff52 and its progeny53 succeeded at the first level and give therapists more leverage when patients threaten violence. Unbalanced, however, therapists become overly vulnerable to liability for patients’ acting out, especially suicide, which undermines therapists’ ability to overturn passive control
and increases the risk of regressive *folies 'a deux*.\(^44\) To restore the needed balance, patients can be held to their own duties, well defined in legal doctrine but rarely cited in today’s climate.\(^54\) Guidelines for balancing these issues are proposed elsewhere.\(^44, 55\)

Finally, attention is now being given to the sometimes traumatizing effects of psychotherapy on third parties and society.\(^1, 32, 56\) Because of the privacy of the psychotherapy process, this attention might not have occurred but for a few zealous trauma therapists who encouraged their patients to sue third parties for offenses allegedly remembered in therapy. There was already ample evidence that recovered memories should be viewed with caution\(^57, 58\) and that psychological structures are malleable to suggestive influence.\(^10, 24\) Considered objectively, this information might have been used to improve treatment (e.g., through the potential for reframing).\(^10, 12, 29, 42, 45\) Instead, it was commonly ignored, actively excluded, and dismissed as a product of malice.

Corroborating this observation, retracted cases commonly report use of persuasive techniques by therapists\(^51\) that parallel those used in cults and mass movements.\(^7, 9, 16, 17\) Statutes of limitation were altered to encourage delayed recall litigation, and newly victimized third parties organized and fought back.\(^1, 2, 4\) Legitimate psychotherapy and the real needs of victims are now on the defensive.\(^56\) The overall message to forensic psychiatry is the need to remain alert for those telltale signs of posttraumatic cultism—oversimplifying and absolutizing, excluding and suppressing contrary data, and dealing with those who offer it as though they were enemies—and when these signs are found, to do our best to provide a conciliatory balance.\(^59\)

**Societal Focal Points** Similar interventions can be applied to society as a whole in order to balance opposing perspectives and interests, not pit them against one another. Several proposals have been made to lessen the divisive effects of absolutism. In law, Fletcher\(^60\) recommends shifting from today’s absolutist standards to nineteenth century “reciprocity,” in which litigants’ interests are balanced. Regulations can be framed as “guiding principles”\(^38\) or “presumptions”\(^12, 37\) that can be overruled when competing principles dominate. All of these measures lessen posttraumatic polarization by bringing together competing priorities, as opposed to emphasizing one at the expense of another. Hopefully, the time is ripe to begin reconciling polarized factions toward a conciliatory balance that will benefit all.
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